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Problem posed 
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 Concept note: “As a new nuclear supplier, India faces challenges.. These 

challenges, as well as others, will need to be addressed in order to instill 

confidence and legitimacy in potential importers of Indian nuclear 

technologies.”  
 

 Confidence and legitimacy in other exporters of nuclear technologies and 

materials is also an issue, for India or other importers. 
 

 Confidence and legitimacy in India in the eyes of these other exporters is 

also an issue. 

 Are ‘confidence and legitimacy’ inherent problems of nuclear trade, not 

solvable by national policies alone? If so, what are the potentials and 

constraints of international institutions? 
 

 Primary global aim: institutional capacity to address safety, security, and 

economic concerns, and to respond to emergencies. In a transparent, 

trustable way to learn lessons and overcome the crisis of confidence. 



NPCIL a capable exporter? 
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 What and how much?  
 Indigenous PHWRs, fuel fabrication, back-end services?  

 220/540 MW reactor units no longer ordered in India?  

 700 MW units that have not yet been built?   

 Only a ‘programme’ of nuclear development, a la India?  

 In Candu cooperation with Canada (Romania, China)? 

• To whom? 
 With the exceptions of India, China/Taiwan and South Korea, no other ‘developing 

country’ of fifty years ago has built more than TWO nuclear power plants, or has 

significant contribution to electricity. 

• How financed? 
  Export credits guaranteed by the GoI?  

• Adaptable to changing power politics and power systems?  
• Except China-Pakistan, no new export deal in 20 years 

 

 Are the old paradigms of nuclear power promotion valid? 

 
 

 



NPCIL a credible exporter? 
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 No more domestic orders for 220/540 MW reactors 
 Experience with the latter – 2 units, ~6 years 

 Can it be a capable exporter without a vibrant home market?  

 Can it be a competitive supplier in the domestic market if it does 

not export?  

 Is it prepared to lose orders and walk away from incomplete 

units?  

 Jurisdiction of, and agreements from, other parts of GoI: 
 Strategic risks in Indian public support of exports 

 Risks of inadequate oversight – e.g. AQK network 

 Competing priorities – e.g. domestic plants – and turf conflicts  

 Who would provide performance warranties and cover liability? 
 

 Is this an invitation to mutual frustration and loss?  



Indian private companies? 
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 Potential partners of US, Canada, France companies 
 Younger, inexperienced staff, but perhaps, 

 Better-exposed to modern utility industry and finance?  

 

 Potential investors in  
 Nuclear plants in India (if/when permitted; subject to liability limits 

and fixed-price contracts) 

 Nuclear plants in third countries  

 Non-nuclear joint ventures with multi-technology companies (GE, 

Areva) 

 

 Need/room for closer, international cooperation on safety and 

other regulatory matters, independent of state controls? 
 



NPCIL – Sapnon ka Saudagar (Annual Report FY 09-10) 
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 “Bearing the stamp of Indian ingenuity in nearly all its processes, NPCIL has great 

confidence in its intrinsic capabilities. At this juncture, India is looking forward to 

sharing its small and medium size PHWR technology and partnering with nations 

nurturing the nascent idea of establishing nuclear power base within their country.” 

 “India, with its highly evolved small size PHWR technology, design and 

infrastructure, is in a position to provide all of it to countries keen on expanding their 

small conventional power grids by aligning with nuclear energy.” 

 

Domestically, in the meantime,  

“The planned new build will need a release supply clear that can produce high quality 

plant components. The pressure on global facilities and cost resulted in crucial 

supply bottlenecks. 

 

 Who pays if this happened with an export order?  



What would India do if --  
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 If there was a coup in the importing country and an anti-Indian government 

took power, reneged on contracts?  

 If poor site selection or construction practices caused enormous delay in 

plant completion or a completed plant could not be allowed to operate?  

 If an enemy government declared intent to develop nuclear weapons for 

potential use against India?  

 If terrorist groups took control of a nuclear facility in the importing country 

– or for that matter, in India – and threatened to release massive radiation in 

the atmosphere? 

 If lapses led to accidents, breaches of security or failure in emergency 

response?  

 

 At home, NPCIL is not liable to delays, cost overruns and underperformance. Is it 
prepared to offer protection elsewhere? 



Are Indian institutions prepared?   
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• To define and implement an export control regime? 

• To finance NPCIL exports while financing NPCIL’s domestic plants is an 

issue? 

• To enforce PPAs with ‘take-or-pay’ or incentive mechanisms abroad (or 

even at home, for that matter)?  

• To have India’s foreign aid and diplomacy programs be held hostage to 

nuclear exports if it comes to that?  

• Deal with external energy/economic shocks in other countries (perhaps also 

dealing with them at home)?  

• Jeopardize negotiations with other nuclear exporters for own imports? 

 

 What is India’s role in the world nuclear trade? What responsibilities commensurate 
with leadership? 



Indian civilian nuclear power in the global context 
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 DAE promised 43,500 MW by 2000. (Delivered 2,720 MW) 

 Since 2000, ten units completed with average 8 ½ years in construction.  

 Last four years’ NPCIL plant capacity factor 54, 50, 61, and 71%.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Unique technologies and experience, not easy to transfer nor relevant? 

 

 

 

Capacity 

'000 MW

Annual 

generation

Cumulative 

generation

Capacity 

'000 MW

Annual 

generation

'000 MW 10^9 kWh 10^9 kWh 000 MW 10^9 kWh 

India 4.4 25 380 14,700 220 1,000

World 370 2,600 72,000 357 5,000 24,000

India share ~1.2% ~1% 0.50%  ~2.43% 4.40% 4.20%

India ~2% ~2.5%

World  ~0.1% ~0.1%

Nuclear Total electricity

India nuclear's share in 

Note: Total capacity and generation include rough adjustment for non-reported (captive) 

generation. Generation data only on 20 NPCIL units; not available for FBTR. Reactor-years data 

extrapoloated to 2011. Source: NPCIL, BP Stat Review, IAEA, WNA, USDOE/EIA, my 

estimates.

Current 

Status 

~2011-12

Experience 

Reactor-yrs

Current 

Status 

 ~2011-12 

Nuclear Total electricity 

Capacity 

'000 MW 

Annual 

generation 

10^9 kWh 

Cumulative 

generation 

10^9 kWh 

Capacity 

'000 MW 

Annual 

generation 

10^9 kWh  

India 4.4 25 380 220 1,000 

World 370 2,600 72,000 5,000 24,000 

India share ~1.2% ~1% 0.5% 4.4% 4.2% 

India nuclear's share in  India ~2% ~2.5% 

World  ~0.1% ~0.1% 
Note: Total capacity and generation include rough adjustment for non-reported (captive) generation. 

Generation data only on 20 NPCIL units; not available for FBTR. Source: NPCIL, BP Stat Review, IAEA, 

WNA, USDOE/EIA, my estimates. 

 

Current 

Status 

~2011-

12 

Nuclear Total electricity  

Capacity 

'000 

M W  

Annual 

generation 

Cumulative 

generation 

Capacity 

'000 

M W  

Annual 

generation 

  '000 

M W  

10^9 kW h 10^9 kW h 000 

M W  

10^9 kW h  

India 4.4 25 380 220 1,000 

W orld 370 2,600 72,000 5,000 24,000 

India 

share 

~1.2%  ~1%  0.50%  4.40%  4.20%  

India nuclear's share in  
India ~2%  ~2.5%  

W orld  ~0.1%  ~0.1%  

Note: Total capacity and generation include rough adjustment for non -

reported (captive) generation. Generation data only on 20 NPCIL units; not 

available for FBTR. Source: NPCIL, BP Stat Review, IAEA, W N A, 

USDOE/EIA, my estimates.  

 



Past performance is no guarantee of future failures  
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IAEA on India: “an eight-fold increase by 2022 to 10% of the electricity supply and an overall 
70-fold increase to 2052 to 26%. A 70-fold increase figure certainly sounds remarkable, but it 
works out to be an average growth rate of 9.5% per year, which is a bit less than the average 
global nuclear growth from 1970 through 2002. So it is hardly unprecedented. (2007) 
http://www.iaea.org/Publications/Magazines/Bulletin/Bull492/49204734548.html 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Careful plan? A wild whim? Or a strategic gamble? 
 

Kudankulam, Tamilnadu 4,000 Russia LWR 1,000

Jaitapur , Maharashtra 9,900 Areva LWR 1,650

Mithi Virdi, Gujarat 6,000 LWR 1,000

Kovvada, Andhra Pradesh 6,000 LWR 1,000?

Haripur, West Bengal 6,000 Russia LWR 1,000?

Pati Sonarpur, Orissa 6,000 Russia LWR, 1,000?

Sub-total GW 37.9

Haryana 2,560 IPHWR 640

Madhya Pradesh 1,280 IPHWR 700

Sub-total 3.8

Commercial FBRs ?

Visioning the future
Attracting sellers (gross GWe)

Growing up

http://www.iaea.org/Publications/Magazines/Bulletin/Bull492/49204734548.html


Promises without liability 
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“Nuclear the fuel for energetic Indian growth” 
WNN 22 Feb 2012, http://www.world-nuclear-news.org/NP_Nuclear_the_fuel_for_energetic_Indian_growth_2202121.html 
 

 “Banerjee and Kakodkar agreed that in the long term the target for India should be 
around 5000 kWh per year, drawing strong correlations between female literacy and the 
human development index with that level of energy use. Banerjee presented a scenario 
where a stablised population of 1.6-1.7 billion had individual power consumption of 
5000 kWh per year in 2050. That amounts to 8000 billion kWh per year - equivalent to 
40% of today's current electricity production.” (sic)  
 

 India’s current nuclear generation 25-28 billion kWh. Some 300+ million people 
often or always in the dark, thanks in part to nuclear power follies.  

 

 "We're not talking only about the next 20, 30 or 40 years, but what about beyond? 
Imported coal costs much more than nuclear energy. Without nuclear energy, the 
economic growth of the country will be slowed down." 
S. Banerjee, DAE 
 

 Nuclear plant delays and underperformance have already done that. 
 
 Nuclear technology may not be tamper-proof, error-proof or earthquake-proof. 
Nuclear establishment is surely evidence-proof. 

 

 
 
 
 

http://www.world-nuclear-news.org/NP_Nuclear_the_fuel_for_energetic_Indian_growth_2202121.html
http://www.world-nuclear-news.org/NP_Nuclear_the_fuel_for_energetic_Indian_growth_2202121.html
http://www.world-nuclear-news.org/NP_Nuclear_the_fuel_for_energetic_Indian_growth_2202121.html
http://www.world-nuclear-news.org/NP_Nuclear_the_fuel_for_energetic_Indian_growth_2202121.html
http://www.world-nuclear-news.org/NP_Nuclear_the_fuel_for_energetic_Indian_growth_2202121.html


Nuclear power in OECD and FSU countries 
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(Excluding Mexico, South Korea) 

• Total > 480 units. Since 2000, 8 completed, 4 started 

• Anemic electricity demand growth (~1.1% 1990-2010) 

• “Life extension” for old nuclear  

• Influence of energy efficiency 

• Public support (if limited) for renewables (non-hydro) 

• “Prepare for a Golden Age of Gas” (FT 21 Feb 2012) 

• Diminishing prospects for a major CO2 treaty 

 Some risk that current ‘nuclear’ could become a ‘legacy’ 

technology, a sunset business, except 

• Continuing business from existing civilian/military assets 

• Newer technologies under development 



Status in ‘developing’ countries 
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• No new entrant in the import market since 2000; only one since 1980 

(China). Many ready to take a dive, though. 

• Becoming exclusively ‘Asian’ since 2002:  

• South Korea, China, India, Pakistan only countries to finish plants (4, 8, 6, 0) and start 

new (26, 6, 5, 1). Iran to join the club.  North Korea on hold. 

• ‘inexorable’ electricity growth – e.g., China+India >400% since 1990, due 

largely to completion of non-nuclear supplies. (Nuclear increment negligible, 

except in S. Korea) 

• Unprecedented demographic changes foreseen 
 Two billion more people, and in the cities (plus 1 billion today w/o electricity) 

• Weak, inefficient, bleeding power utilities 

• Large part of the reason is extreme poverty that limits the transformative power of 

electricity. 

• “Clean Development Mechanism” gone sour. 
 

-> Nuclear power is no answer (never was). 



Time for a paradigm change 
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Challenging and changing assumptions -  

 Balance of financial, physical and intellectual capital  

 Financial and fiscal crises; threats to global trade and currencies 

 Iran may well change non-proliferation regime forever 

 How long and how much does GoI want to control the Indian energy sector? 

(Shortages, subsidies, corruption) 

 How long do other nuclear states wish to support nuclear power expansion as a 

major means of strategic influence and selling it status symbol? 

 Do countries really wish to pursue nuclear weapons for actual military use?  

 Can the international nuclear industry maintain a cohesion, sense of common 

mission, and mutual trust?  

 Hubris, secrecy and arrogance will guarantee that the avoidable won’t be 

avoided and the manageable won’t be managed. 

 



Whose problem is it, really?  
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 Perceptions of confidence and legitimacy have been critical 

issues for the world nuclear trade for more than 60 years, and 

will continue to be so.  
 

 In the context of re-organization of global economic power and electric 

power industries, the global nuclear regimes need a review, restructuring, 

and strengthening.  A ‘nuclear’ diplomatic challenge that will be resisted 

and avoided. (Iran) 
 

 For India to be a serious and a senior player in the world 

civilian nuclear trade, it needs to become more realistic about 

the prospects and perils of nuclear power at home and abroad.  

 Realistic planning and confidence-building at home/abroad 

 Institutions matter. And they cannot be imported or exported. 

 



Ripening the issue and influence change 
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Three concerns are beyond technological or diplomatic fixes: i) the potential 

for official or criminal diversion of materials; ii) unpredictability and 

uncontrollability of costs and performance throughout the nuclear fuel cycle; 

and iii) planning and executing emergency response. “Design basis” 

preparedness is not always enough.  

 

Since a catastrophe anywhere is an economic catastrophe for the industry 

everywhere, before hundreds of plants are spread over tens of sites, the first 

step is to retreat from maniacal, evangelist propaganda and dismissal of dissent 

and engage in a worldwide ‘preparedness testing’ for safety and economic 

regulatory institutions and security/emergency response systems throughout 

the logistics chain. 

 

 Confidence and legitimacy have to be earned. 

 Is it in India’s strategic interest to lead institutional change? 


